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Karen Nicolet
Karen Nicolet is a fashion and lifestyle blogger. She began 
her professional career in advertising and moved to film 
marketing, working on projects such as the Ajyal Youth 
Film Festival and Qumra. With a love for photography, 

fashion and writing, she started her blog ‘Clumsy Chic’ in 
2012 as a creative outlet to keep her inspired. Since then, 
the blog has continuously evolved to bring inspirational 

stories in fashion, travel, food, design, and DIY to her 
readers. She has collaborated with brands like Fendi, Dior 

Beauty, Printemps and Turkish Airlines.

Radheya Visperas
Radheya Visperas is a Fashion Design student from 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, and is 

currently finishing her senior year.  She started as a fine 
artist, creating sculptures and paintings, and later decided 

to pursue a career in fashion. She used her passion and 
inspiration from art to translate them into wearable 

clothes. She is an enthusiastic writer, artist and stylist.

Meet GLAM’s Style Spy, sisters Kim and Bianca Castro, who 
established themselves as fashion bloggers in Doha, and 

they will be on the look-out for eye-catching, stylish 
women in the region. Contact them on their Instagram 

page to be featured: @lepaperdoll



G Talk
On the eve of Anthony Vaccarello’s debut show as the new creative director of Saint 
Laurent, the designer met the late Saint Laurent’s partner, Pierre Bergé briefly for a chat. 
Bergé advised the new chief to never attempt to copy the legendary designer himself, 
though Caccarello chose to open the show with a tribute - an archive design from 1982. 
Far from trying to emulate the past, the designer charged ahead with a collection that 
was decidedly modern and grungy, more of a continuous flow from outgoing creative 
director Hedi Slimane’s work that steered the brand into the future. The sensual appeal 
and the ‘all-black everything’ that defined Vacarello’s work for years (which was probably 
the reason why he was chosen as the new successor) were present in an ‘in-your-face’ 
manner and scored high on all angles of editors and celebrity fans. 

Vacarello’s success is a collection of similar stories for various brands this fashion week as 
new creative chiefs take their turn at presenting Spring Summer 2017 works at their new 
fashion homes. Bouchra Jarrar at Lanvin and Maria Grazia Chiuri  at Dior shone bright 
as they stepped into their new shoes, a comforting balm to many who had been anxious 
about the future of these brands after the excellent stewardship of previous designers. 

As we wait to get our hands on these new collections early next year, we divert our 
attention back to the now and especially to the fantasy-invoking couture pieces that 
will no doubt be making appearances in the coming wedding season. With big houses 
beginning to bring more day-to-day and less formal looks to their collections, we predict 
the crescendo of ‘quiet luxury’. 

On the home front, we speak to jewellery designer Nadine Kanso about her extraordinary 
decade-long journey of design and art, Sally Sarieddine of LalaQueen entertains us with 
her infectious positive energy, and style influencer Abdulla Al-Abdulla climbs onto a 
superb rooftop for some very breath-taking imagery. 

And, for those who are as eager as us for the Kenzo x H&M collaboration to hit stores next 
month, we leave you with a quirky interview with Jean-Paul Goude. 

EDITOR’S PICK
A NEW REIGN 
AWASHES PARIS 
FOR SS17. FROM 
LEFT, MARIA 
GRAZIA CHIURI 
BRINGS FEMINISM 
TO DIOR, BOUCHRA 
JARRAR IS ALL 
CLASS AND GRACE 
AT LANVIN, WHILE 
VACARELLO SHOWS 
HIS EXPERTISE IN 
SEXY GRUNGE FOR 
SAINT LAURENT.
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SAVE
1 	 Embroidered dress, QR765.
2 	 Stretch cropped top, QR250. 
3 	 Bodysuit, QR505. 
4 	 Laser cut leather dress, QR645. 
5 	 Motif skirt, QR415. 
 All items available from Bebe 

boutiques across Qatar.
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SPLURGE
1 	 Velvet bra top, QR1,140, T by 

Alexander Wang.
2 	 Sequinned wool skirt, 

QR3,960, Sonia Rykiel. 
3 	 Wool-blend dress, QR5,400, 

Versace.
4 	 Strapless satin dress, QR7,200, 

Victoria Beckham.
5 	 Striped sequinned satin mini 

dress, QR13,960, Saint Laurent.

SAVE
VS

SPLURGE

BODY
CONFIDENCE

The bodycon trend sometimes has 
a bad rep for being too revealing.

But considering the look originally 
became popular for its freedom of 
expression, when done right, it is 
definitely a confidence booster, 
regardless of one’s body shape. 

Think style icons like Sofia Vergara 
and Victoria Beckham, who are on 
opposite ends of the spectrum and 

yet they make the style work. Pick the 
right combo for your size and shape, 
be it a dress or a two-piece hugger, 
and show off your legs rather than 
your upper body. Opt for neutral 

colours, and wear the right underwear 
for a streamlined look. Accessories 
should stay minimal and break out 

those sky-high stilettos because this is 
one trend to never pair with flats.

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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NEW FACE, NEW CAMPAIGN

Banana Republic has announced that 
international style icon Olivia Palermo will 

be the brand’s first women’s global style 
ambassador. Through the partnership, 

Olivia will be integrated throughout Banana 
Republic’s global marketing, starting in 

Autumn 2016 and extending through 2017. 
Olivia brings a fresh perspective to 

the versatile lifestyle brand focused on 
contemporary classics. “We are thrilled to 

collaborate with Olivia to bring her signature, 
versatile style to the Banana Republic 

customer,” said Lexi Tawes, SVP Global 
Merchandising & Digital, Banana Republic. 
“She leads such a full, modern lifestyle that 
our customers relate to and admire. Nobody 
makes it look more effortless than Olivia.”
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THE VENETIAN WORKSHOP TURNS 50

WOOLMARK WINNER STEADIES FOR WORLD STAGE

At the Milan Fashion Week the Italian 
label – known for its leatherwork skills 
– marked the brand’s 50th anniversary, 
and it celebrated 15 years with creative 
director Tomas Maier at the helm.

Founded in 1966 by Michele Taddei 
and Renzo Zengiaro, then bought by the 
Gucci Group in 2001, Bottega Veneta is 
celebrating five decades of existence, of 
luxury goods and of savoir-faire in 2016. 
The brand’s discreet success hails from 
its standout leatherwork skills – fostered 
since its creation – and has been buoyed 
by Tomas Maier, who has headed the 
fashion house since 2001.

A strong identity
Since its creation in 1966, Bottega Veneta 
-- which means ‘Venetian Workshop’ – 
has specialised in artisan-crafted leather 
goods. The firm even developed its own 
artisanal leather-weaving process, called 
Intrecciato, which became one of the 
brand’s emblematic signatures over the 

years. This woven finish helps make its 
handbags particularly supple.

On his arrival in 2001, Maier used 
the technique to craft his first handbag, 
the Cabat, made from thin strips of 
double-sided leather woven by hand. 
This exceptional piece requires no less 
than two days’ work, modernising the 
woven-leather look and promoting the 
skills on which the label’s reputation 
was built. Bottega Veneta has, in fact, 
always kept the focus on craftsmanship 
and expertise, turning its back on the  
tricks used by other major fashion 
houses. Visible logos, for example, were 
purposely removed from the brand’s 
products.

Another striking fact about the label 
is the length of Maier’s reign as creative 
director. The designer has been a faithful 
guiding creative to Bottega Veneta 
for 15 years, at a time when designers 
frequently flit from one brand to the 
next.

He shot onto the world stage after 
winning a glittering international fashion 
prize previously given to design icons 
Yves Saint Laurent and Karl Lagerfeld.

Yet India’s Suket Dhir – hailed by Vogue 
as a potential “global fashion superstar in 
the making” – is uneasy about the sudden 
attention that has come with winning 
the International Woolmark Prize for 
menswear this year.

“I never thought of myself as a top 
designer, more of a glorified tailor,” Dhir 
told AFP at his small, busy design studio 
in the backblocks of New Delhi.

Dhir is now in a race against time to 
deliver his award-winning collection to 
prominent department stores in New 
York, Paris, Tokyo, Seoul and Sydney 
from next month – as well as around 
$75,000 in prize money to build up his 

business. He also gets to provide a capsule 
collection for key retailers worldwide.

The 37-year-old faces challenges 
unique to India in preparing the collection 
of contemporary Western menswear with 
an Indian twist.

Dhir uses traditional weavers located 
close to the villages, but the artisans are 
not used to working with the wool that is 
required for the collection and which can 
change shape in India’s blistering heat 
and humid monsoons.

“This was my first experience weaving 
with such difficult fabric on such a tight 
deadline. These designs were one-off 
pieces and [now] I’m reproducing this 
collection for five or six stores,” he said.

“We’ve successfully managed to do 
that [although] we are a little behind 
schedule.”
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Online retailer theoutnet.com is 
collaborating with French designer Jerôme 
Dreyfuss on a limited-edition collection of 
nine handbags. Set to launch on October 
13th, the nine iconic styles were personally 
chosen by the designer from his archive 
of personal favourites. Each encapsulates 
his signature style, with a male name that 
reflects its original inspiration, Jerôme’s 
tongue-in-cheek branding, and the bag’s 
personality. 

The bags are instantly recognisable for 
their exquisite craftsmanship and unique 
design details. Multiple straps allow each 
style to be carried by hand or over the 
shoulder, while removable wallets, key 

rings, and mini flashlights inside each bag 
are details that
are both functional and heartwarming.  

Handcrafted in the finest materials 
using traditional tanning techniques, the 
capsule collection includes Alain S and 
Popeye, popular mini bucket bags and the 
chic Florent backpack – all in a butter-soft 
calfskin; Victor and Twee – cross-body 
styles ideal for the woman on the go; 
Virgile and Raymond – classic saddlebags 
constructed in the softest of lambskin; and 
Mario – a fringed, studded suede shoulder 
bag. The bags will be available in a range 
of rich, autumnal jewel tones such as 
emerald green, burgundy, red, and cream.

THE NINE BAGS EDITION

NEW LEADERSHIP AT 
BOTTEGA VENETA

French luxury and sports group Kering  
appointed former Hugo Boss chief 
executive Claus-Dietrich Lahrs as the 
new head of its Italian leather goods 
maker, Bottega Veneta.

Lahrs, who left Hugo Boss after eight 
years at the German fashion brand, 
joins Bottega Veneta after a year where 
the Italian brand’s sales have dropped 
continuously, partly due to markdowns 

and weaker demand from Chinese 
buyers, its biggest customer base.

Lahrs is one of the luxury goods 
industry’s best-known veterans.

Bottega Veneta is now Kering’s top 
problem after the group succeeded in 
turning around Gucci much faster than 
many expected, under the leadership 
of Marco Bizzarri, who was Bottega 
Veneta’s boss for five years until 2014.
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Following a meticulous restoration of the original structure 
that has taken over three years to complete, the new ‘Gucci Hub’ 
brings together the fashion house’s Milan offices, worldwide 
showrooms, fashion show venue, and graphics and photo studios 
in one unique location that is now home to more than 250 
employees. Marco Bizzarri, Gucci’s president and CEO said: “Our 
Milan location, which we have named the Gucci Hub - as it will be 
where we welcome buyers and press from around the world each 
season - now joins our two other centres of excellence in Italy.”

The first step in renovating the former aeronautics factory was 
to reconfigure what was once a production area with sheds that 
usher in natural light. Exposed brick facades line the main road 
that connects the buildings and offices all the way to the covered 
plaza.

In the centre of the complex stands a newly constructed six 
storey glass-front office tower set on more than 3,000 square 
metres of land. The tower’s striking size, shape and its dark metal 
components contrast with the red exposed brick of the original 
buildings. The hangars, once used for the final assembly of 
Caproni aircraft, have also been carefully restored, occupying 
an impressive 3,850 square metres of space, including 2,000 
square metres that will be used to stage fashion shows from 
2017 onwards. An expansive car park has been constructed 
underground that can accommodate 300 vehicles.

The interior design reflects Gucci Creative Director Alessandro 
Michele’s vision and aesthetic. The complex is more than a series 
of offices: It is a small campus, and Michele’s vision was applied 
in all the common areas.

THE GUCCI HUB
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JEWELLERY FOR GREATER GOOD

uSfuur, a brand new jewellery 
concept inspired by the arts, 
humanities and a sense of 
minimalism has launched its first 
collection of classic pure gold 
bird necklaces encompassing 
statement pieces of simplicity 
and fine taste. Founder of 
uSfuur, Yara Tlass, wanted to 
create a jewellery brand with a 
charitable aspect and with every 
piece sold, the brand will donate 
a percentage to help support 
refugee communities in need. 
The project’s statement reads 
‘wear your piece in the name 
of peace’, conveying a clear 

mission that uSfuur wants to 
make a change, by giving back 
to communities in need. The 
inspiration for the collection 
comes from the concept of the 
bird and what it symbolises: 
beauty, elegance, and strength. 
The brand’s DNA revolves 
bringing themes to life with the 
use of the finest quality of craft 
set in various colours of gold, 
from yellow to rose and white. 
The designs include the brand’s 
original yellow gold necklace, 
anklets, bracelets, earrings and 
chokers, and also, collaborations 
with other designers.

Alexander McQueen has added their design touch to 
the iconic Globe-Trotter cases by introducing silver 

studs and riveting as an all-over decoration. This 
signature detailing from the house continues on the 
cross-body shoulder strap of the utility case and the 

black leather strap that wraps around the body of 
the suitcase, a unique design feature which offers 

added security. Both straps are secured using a skull 
padlock and bridge. A black leather clochette encases 

two sets of keys for the padlock. The Alexander 
McQueen logo is etched onto the metal buckle of the 
leather strap and the interior of the cases also feature 

an Alexander McQueen plaque. The cases are lined 
using the signature ivory and black skull print.

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN X GLOBE-TROTTER
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HYPNOTISE WITH FENDI

The new HypnoShine sunglasses celebrate 
the gravitational waves which have inspired 
the brand’s FW2016 collection. In a perfect 

balance between liveliness, austerity and 
contemporary romanticism, the sunglasses’  

shapes are fluid yet graphic, recalling 
the hypnotic waves of the ready-to-wear 

collection and enhancing the sophisticated 
sensuality of the ultra-flat frame. The floating 
geometry is emphasised by the graphic wavy 

stripes accurately tampo-printed on the 
sides of the metal bar and rounded lenses. 
The collection embodies the outstanding 

result of innovative technology and skillful 
craftsmanship in giving fluidity and lightness 

to the sunglasses.

COUTURE FOR EVERYONE

London-based fashion platform, Couturissimo, 
which offers couture at ‘democratic prices’ 

was launched at the recent Paris Couture 
Week circuit. the first guest designers are 

Asian Couture Federation (ACF) members, 
Indonesia’s Sebastian Gunawan and Dubai-
based Filipino couturier Michael Cinco. The 

website offers limited-edition pieces from 
a changing roster of designers at accessible 

prices ranging from QR800 to QR3,200. The 
new website features a virtual fitting room, 

“where customers can create their own avatar 
based on their measurements to test garment 
fits,” says co-creative director Livia Stoianova 
of label On Aura Tout Vu. While the number of 
lines to come out per year is still to be defined, 

the roster is expected to include various 
international couturiers, with guest designers to 

be announced during the next fashion weeks. 
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THE MODERN 
WORKING 

GIRL’S GUIDE
Who works 9 to 5 jobs anymore 

these days? Our modern 
workwear inspiration is courtesy 
of all those who not only put their 
best foot forward in the morning, 

but those dominate the work 
space yet cruise into after-hour 

events with an easy nonchalance.

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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THE START-UP ENTREPRENEUR 

1 	Feather brocade detail backpack, Ballin.
2 	Fur pocket sweatshirt, Noon by Noor. 
3 	Paris premier tote, Longchamp. 
4 	Fur Slip-on, Santoni. 
5 	Two-tone cover, Zadig & Voltaire.

05 02
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ToryBurch AW 2016

THE CREATIVE CORPORATE 

1 	Star-printed laptop case, Marc Jacobs.
2 	Embroidered leather skirt, Alexander McQueen. 
3 	Paint-effect tote, Loewe. 
4 	Brocade top, Romance Was Born. 
5 	Fur detail sandals, Malone Souliers.

02

03

04

01
TRENDS / 19
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THE QUIRKY FASHION EXEC 

1 	Adelia bucket bag, Claudie Pierlot.
2 	Stone embellished boots, Ballin. 
3 	Animal print hiking boots, Carven. 
4 	Playsuit, Maje. 
5 	Military top, Mulberry.

Miu Miu AW 2016

04
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01
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THE PRO FUNDRAISER 

1 	Round fur clutch, Aigner.
2 	Pom pom sandals, Aquazzura. 
3 	Red moon clutch, LaLaQueen. 
4 	Striped maxi, Max & Co. 
5 	Ellyn sandals, Tabitha Simmons.

Sachin & Babi

02

0504

01



Karl Lagerfeld used this collection to celebrate the house’s 
‘petites mains’, the talented team of artisans that anchors 
the brand’s tailoring and dressmaking workshops on Paris’ 
rue Cambon. In a touching tribute to the house’s employees, 
the city’s Grand Palais was transformed into a replica of the 
workshops, with some of the seamstresses themselves featured 
on stage. “I thought that was a modern idea to make them 
participate,” explains the designer. “They should be shown 
too.” The clothes were sleek with the structured and graphic 
collection featuring bevelled and angular-cut shoulders while 
three-quarter length sleeves, 7/8 turn-ups on culottes and 

wide-cut trousers kept things jauntily androgynous. Evening 
looks were inspired by the work of English illustrator Aubrey 
Beardsley, featuring dresses adorned with feathers at the 
shoulders and hemlines, while high waists were punctuated 
with protruding pockets to smooth the silhouettes. There were 
dresses that flared out over soft cages, crafted from taffetas, 
chiffons, crêpe georgette, organza and silk tulles, resulting in 
a voluptuously elegant aesthetic. The closing bridal look was a 
modern vision in a jacket and train embroidered with feathers, 
and a bustier and trousers fashioned from lace, tulle and satin 
encrusted with strands of pink and white wool.

AUTUMN/WINTER’S 
COUTURE 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Chanel

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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Schiaparelli
Schiaparelli brought the eccentric and 
the fantastical to a collection steeped in 
theatrical paradox.

Inspired by the idea of brightness, light, 
and colour, the circus-like spectacle pitted 
pure silhouettes with incisive lines against 
imaginative and outlandish details that 
resulted in an assured and spectacular 
aesthetic. Architectural jackets, structured 
shoulders and asymmetric tailoring 
brought a futuristic element to the look, 
while draped trapeze dresses and quilted 
shorts added a dreamy lightness to the 
collection. Tuxedos and black jumpsuits 
were broken up by jolts of marine blue or 
shocking pink, while spangled silks and 
iridescent velvets invoked a haughtiness 
and the mythological constellation motifs 
lent a dreamy, surreal quality.

Iris van Herpen
Structure played a huge part in the Dutch 
designer’s show, where 3D dresses were 
the order of the day. From a palette of 
nudes, blacks and metallics, the designer 
crafted a series of dream-like gowns that 
featured organic and naturalistic details. 
Cocktail dresses featured structured 
hips and a gnarly, horn-like motif, while 
delicate netting spiraling from a slip 
dress brought to mind the coral reef. 
Imitation sea foam bubbled upwards 
from sleeves and hemlines, while 
elsewhere a pleated, grey maxi dress 
fanned out from the shoulders in a semi-
translucent sphere. The ethereal vibe 
was underpinned by the shoes, which 
featured suspended platforms to make 
it appear as though the models were 
levitating down the catwalk.
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KEY TRENDS
OF COUTURE

Slashed Necklines
Necklines were slashed daringly low to 

reveal as much torso as possible. Armani 
Privé emphasised the exposure by keeping 

the legs and neck covered, while Elie 
Saab went for maximum impact, teaming 

V-necks that finished at the waist with 
equally daring thigh splits. Dior took a more 

demure approach, balancing out the look 
with puffball sleeves and Iris Van Herpen 
opted for a dramatic look that combined a 
deep neckline and an off-the-shoulder cut.

Coat Dresses
Statement coats were upgraded 

to dresses at several of the shows, 
with Ralph & Russo leading the way 

with a brightly coloured billowing 
trench featuring deep pockets, while 

Alexandre Vauthier also tapped 
into the trend, manipulating silky 

trenches with structured shoulders 
and pleats, transforming them into 

rebellious gowns infused with a 
military style.

Feathers
Elie Saab’s gowns fluttered in the 

catwalk lights thanks to their heavy 
adornment, lending the collection 
a fairytale vibe, while Valentino’s 

Elizabethan-themed show featured 
a sumptuous feather maxi skirt. 

At Chanel, where models sported 
feather adornments on their 

shoulders, Karl Lagerfeld’s couture 
bride strode down the runway trailing 

a dramatic pastel pink feather cape.
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Chanel High Jewellery 
Symbolising regeneration, abundance, luck, prosperity and creativity, wheat 

has always been part of the life of Gabrielle Chanel, from her childhood to her 
adult years. This season, the house finds inspiration in this humble grain for 
its high jewellery collection. The ‘Les Blés de Chanel’ collection features 62 

high jewellery pieces, split into four categories, each representing a different 
stage in the lifecycle of wheat. Green and yellow shades take centre stage in the 
collection, with green evoking the first shoots and ears, and yellow representing 

ripe wheat turned gold by the sun. This is captured through the use of yellow 
sapphires and diamonds, peridots and yellow gold. The wheat theme is extended 
to a host of styles in the high jewellery collection, including sets ‘Champ de Blé,’ 

‘Impression de Blé,’ ‘Blé Infini’ and ‘Légende de Blé.’ 

PRECIOUS 
JEWELS

Piaget
 

The luxury watchmaker and jeweller 
starts a new chapter in its history this 
season with the ‘Sunny Side of Life’ 

collection, unveiled during Haute Couture 
Week in Paris. The collection captures 

a new outlook, channelling an uplifting 
spirit inspired by a sunny disposition. 

Piaget has put colours and gold, in all their 
forms, at the heart of this high jewellery 

and watch collection, drawing inspiration 
from the late afternoon of a summer’s 

day. Nature is also a theme in this 
collection of over 140 ‘precious treasures,’ 

with nods to plant life, wind, sunlight, 
and playful water games as a summer’s 
day draws to its end. Gold also plays a 

particularly central role, highlighting the 
skills and expertise of the Swiss jewellery 

maker. Piaget notably gives pride of 
place to the palace décor, an engraving 

technique giving gold a fabric-like quality 
and an iridescent finish. The highlight 

of the collection includes a collaborative 
piece with feather artist Nelly Saunier-the 

‘Life is a Party’ cuff bracelet, a plumage 
of blue diamonds and sapphires using a 

feather marquetry technique.
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The bubbling design vision evolution 
that has been pulsating through the 
last few seasons for Versace, has 
finally manifested in its AW 2016 
collection–a bright and promising 
first look into the new future of 
the brand. The DNA of the brand 
notwithstanding–much is to be revered 
for its Calabrian vivaciousness–but a 
new interpretation that is tempered 
down for the contemporary woman is 

making it highly relevant again with a 
new brand of sexy in tow. With lots of 
focus on the energetic and on-the-go 
life, details including ergonomic panels 
and functional zips complete powerful 
tailoring and oversized coats. Shirts 
are the new essential, in a vibrant clash 
of fabrics - cotton shirting, printed silk, 
rib knit - just like the mix found on a 
city street. Sleek pants are fitted before 
flaring to a cropped ankle.  

AW2016 SPOTLIGHT:

NEW ENERGIES
AT VERSACE

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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“This collection is 
so important to me. 
Every single piece is 

wearable, desirable, real. 
It’s about expressing a 
woman’s strength and 
her individuality,” says 

Donatella Versace.
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Legendary photographer Jean-Paul Goude plays the storyteller for 
the exciting upcoming drop of the Kenzo and H&M collaboration, 

shooting style personalities Iman, Rosario Dawson, Chance the Rapper, 
Ryuichi Sakamoto, Chloe Sevigny, Suboi and Xiuhtezcatl Martinez for 
the campaign. The campaign will debut this month, a few weeks before 
the official collection hits H&M stores on November 3. GLAM had an 

exclusive chat with the photographer about the project.

THE MAN

BEHIND
THE CUTS

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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What do you think about the KENZO x 
H&M collection?
I love the collection. It’s as humorous 
as it is chic and outrageously nutty 
without being out of control. Everybody 
should love it: hip kids, old hipsters like 
myself everybody! It s been a while since 
I’ve worked with Carol and Humberto 
I missed them! And I think Kenzo’s 
temporary marriage to H&M is a great 
idea that will prove very fruitful. 

What is the concept behind the campaign for 
KENZO x H&M?
It’s the very first time that I have been 
asked to work in a style that has more to 
do with my own personal neuroses than 
finding advertising solutions and I love 
it. For me, nobody is ever too tall or too 
well built

Let me explain: just like a fashion 
illustrator who elongates a silhouette as 
he draws it, I cut up photographs, or more 
exactly, I cut up transparencies: a bit of a 
basic, if not brutal exercise - depending 
on what direction I wish to take an image 
in. When I was told about the idea of 
adapting that particular style to the Kenzo 
x H&M world, I had no hesitation and 
I felt that it was a great way of showing 
both the spirit of the collection and the 
profusion of Kenzo’s beautiful prints.

Your cut-up technique is so iconic. Can you 
describe how you discovered it?
Everything that I do starts with a 
drawing. I’ve always been fascinated 
by human proportions, especially 
women’s. Fashion artists have always 
outrageously exaggerated the silhouette 
of their models. I used to do it when I 
was an illustrator a long time ago, now 
I do it with photographs. When I first 
started cutting up transparencies, I didn’t 
know where I was going. Even though 
it felt like I was committing a sacrilege, 
I kept cutting until I could clearly see 
my photographic version of a fashion 
drawing. It became my way of doing 
things: drawing with photographs in a 
rough spontaneous way; an alternative 
to the earnestness of commercial fashion 
photography in general.

What was it like to create the campaign for 
KENZO x H&M?
It’s been great, because the clothes are 
so graphic and daring. The combination 
of the vivid colours of the prints and the 
roughness of the cut-up technique is 
what makes this campaign so different. 
It shows the clothes just like a slick 
catalogue would, yet, it shows them in a 
hip way. 

The choice of the celebrities that were 
brought together for the campaign was 
perfect. I have always enjoyed doing 
portraits - it’s a great opportunity to 
graphically dramatise an individual’s 
personality and in a way, each one of the 
pictures of the campaign is a portrait of 
a particular celebrity as seen by Kenzo x 
H&M. So, it was much more than a job; it 
was pure fun!

Are you excited to see the KENZO x H&M 
campaign go global?
Of course I am! Just imagine a 200 foot 
high poster of Iman or Chance the Rapper 
on the side of a skyscraper wow, that’s 
advertising! 

In my opinion, going global in such a 
flamboyant way is a wonderful attitude. 
I believe that even though cultures 
can often be very different from one 
to another, the simple pleasure of 
discovering amazing graphics on such a 
scale is not only the cool thing to do, but 
it’s a great way to federate Kenzo’s fans 
around the globe. It feels to me like a sort 
of bond unites hip kids all over the world, 
regardless of culture and religion.

what was it like to work with two completely 
different fashion brands like H&M and 
KENZO? 
It’s the first time I’ve worked on a 
campaign for an H&M collaboration, 
and I’ve been really impressed by 
how much creative control Carol and 
Humberto have been given. The images 
are everything that Kenzo is about, and 
yet they’re for H&M. I’ve always loved to 
have different worlds cohabitate in my 
imagery. Building a new form of Fashion 
Democracy excites me; it’s a crusade I’m 
ready to fight for!
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Sally Sarieddine, creator of LaLaQueen, a contemporary fashion 
label that specialises in handcrafted leather handbags, aims 
to create a trendsetting, authentic and sustainable brand that 
compliments the global focus on maintaining and protecting 
natural resources. 

A storyteller, visionary and believer, Sally loves what she does. 
Her inspiration to make handbags for the modern woman comes 
from travelling and meeting artists around the world. “Getting 
feedback from customers and knowing what’s in the market are 
all influences, but ultimately it all starts with a spark in my heart, 
then my mind finds the way to make it happen,” says Sally. 

The collections are designed to complement progressive 
women with ‘rich souls and magical hearts’. Speaking about the 
entry and importance of Arab designers into the world fashion 
she says, “There is a wondrous exotic feel in the Middle East. 
We now see big Arab designers dressing celebs on the red carpet 

and even European designers dressing Arab celebs in the hope to 
infiltrate the market here. This cross-pollination is inspiring.”

How did Dr. Bag materialise?
The signature Dr. Bag stems from a little personal story; during 
my travels to Italy I visited Florence and was inspired by a 
vintage bag once owned by a Florentine doctor that I spotted in 
a vintage boutique. I came up with my own interpretation and, 
today, the Dr. Bag is our bestseller.

What made you design handbags when there is wide field of fashion 
to choose from?
Accessories can either make or break your outfit. I’ve always had 
a flare for signature pieces and admiration for authentic style.  It 
started as a hobby after I completed my fashion design courses 
at Central Saint Martins in London. In 2010 I designed and 

Best known for the iconic Dr. Bag, Lebanese designer, 
Sally Sarieddine is the creator of LaLaQueen, a bespoke 

designer label that has a story behind all its designs. Glam 
spoke to Sally about her designs and inspiration.

FASHION IS AN
EXPRESSION

BY KEERTANA KODURU
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produced a collection of bags with the help of my friend that 
was noticed by another friend Nouf Al Saud, who invited me 
to Saudi Arabia to exhibit my collection. After selling out the 
collection at the exhibition I decided to focus my attention on 
a handbag label. My life coach at the time, Michelle Chedotal, 
helped me unify my vision, whilst Narimane Kurdi, a luxury 
marketing consultant, guided my business decisions.

What does your creative mind say while you’re in the design process?
The thought behind the design process is to create timeless 
pieces rather than fast fashion trend led products. The 
collections are timeless rather 
than seasonal and are designed 
to complement progressive 
women. We have four collections 
on the LaLaQueen website and 
are always introducing new 
palettes. For the new season we 
have a gorgeous array of colour 
tones mixed together in different 
proportions for vibrancy and fun, 
narrating the stories of the past, the present and the future.

What goes into the process of producing a set of handbags?
There is a story in everything that we design. Each and every 
bag is handmade from highly skilled and experienced artisans 
that put their time in the creation process. Being an advocate 
for sustainability, the leather is naturally dyed so it gives the 
leather a natural look and a soft feel. It also ages gracefully 
with time. The design proportions, simplicity, structure, and 
attention to detail are also imperative to my designs. The shade 
of colours that I use is mixed with different tones for vibrancy, 
to make these timeless bags complement any outfit a woman 
chooses.

what have the disciplines of production, advertising, marketing, PR 
and design taught you?
All are in the creative industry and have taught me something 
new whilst I connected the dots. Mostly they taught me 
organisation skills and how to effectively get things done!

What’s next for you?
I would love to work with any person who is successful and 
has a positive influence. I am now about to collaborate with 
illustrator Hatty Pedder.

Do you have any message for new and upcoming designers?
Ethical sourcing is incredibly important. The fashion industry 
causes a lot of pollution, so being mindful about the process 
and making choices that can make a difference is a must. I 
do my best to minimise waste where possible. LaLaQueen’s 
packaging is 100% recycled and the leather we source is from 
Lebanon. Our handbags are assembled by highly-skilled 
local artisans and we are committed to maintaining strong 
relationships with our suppliers and their employees. It’s 
important that as a home-grown brand, we ensure we give back 
to the community to support the local families of Lebanon.
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“I would love to work with 
any person who is successful 
and has a positive influence.”
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STAYING
TRUE TO YOUR 

IDENTITY
Glam celebrates Nadine Kanso’s ten-year 

creative journey through fashion, art and design.

BY SINDHU NAIR
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T
he Middle East has always been 
assumed to be ‘regressive’ in its 
outlook; a prejudiced view that 
is far removed from the reality 
of the region’s fashion and 
cultural scenes. One has to be 

imbedded in the region and work shoulder-
to-shoulder amongst women to get the gist 
of what they are capable of. I sat alongside a 
Qatari lady during a judging process at one 
of the universities here and was astounded 
by her depth of understanding of  fashion 
principles. That she had a master’s degree 
in fashion from a London university was no 
surprise. 

Being in this profession brings you in 
touch with many such passionate women 
in the field of design and art and one such 
personality is Nadine Kanso, a key figure in 
the region.    

The multi-talented style icon has worked 
with international brands on art and design 
projects such as LV, Gucci, Kiehl’s and 
Cruciani.  Her work in both photography and 
jewellery has been auctioned at Christie’s, 
Bonhams and Phillips de Pury. But her 
most acclaimed achievement is a personal 
collection that portrays the woman she is. 
In 2006, Kanso started a line of jewellery 
called Bil Arabi, to embody her ideas about 
her culture and identity, and she used the 
simplest and the most effective form of 
communication, in Arabic.

This month she announces the debut 
of her spectacular exhibition titled ‘The 
Tentations’, a unique exhibition curated by 
product designer Samer Al Ameen, taking 
place at Dubai Design District, where guests 
will be taken on a sequential journey through 
the last decade of Bil Arabi.

Showcasing some of Kanso’s most 
significant achievements over the years, this 
exciting milestone in the Bil Arabi journey 
will bring together a number of Nadine’s 
most groundbreaking photographic work and 
introduce a new dimension of design. Being 
the catalyst of the entire exhibition, this new 
dimension will debut a sculpture like no 
other, one that is a true culmination of her 
past collections, commemorating the art of 

“Being a resident of 
the UAE, for over 17 
years now, I have had 
the pleasure to work 

alongside Emirati 
designer, Khalid Shafar.”
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calligraphy and cementing her impact on the 
creative community in the region.

The 10th anniversary will herald an era of 
change for Bil Arabi.

Nadine agrees, as she believes that 
“change throughout a brand’s lifespan is 
inevitable and change continues to drive the 
success behind a brand.”

“In such a fast paced world which we live, 
if we don’t change, we don’t improve and 
don’t move forward. As a designer, I have 
also evolved, which means this will impact 
some aspects of my creations,” she says. 
However she also feels that a brand should 
not change its core values entirely, but rather 
incorporate change in various elements of 
the brand to make it more unique.

Nadine is equally impressed with the 
design fraternity of the region and how it has 
evolved. “Over the last few years, we have 
seen a huge outburst of women designers 
emerging in the regional design scene and 
it will continue to grow. Indeed, the scene 
is evolving but it will still take time for 
designers to start supporting each other and 
even to collaborate together,” she says.

This is true to a great extent, the one main 
aspect that holds back the region is the 
respect and support of the people from the 
region themselves. Even as fashion icons 
over the world have started recognising 
Middle East and Arab designers, the 
people would ideally be seen wearing an 
international brand rather than a more 
regionally known one. 

 But Nadine feels that there are brands 
that straddle both international acclaim and 
regional sensibilities, like Elie Saab. “Elie 
Saab is someone I highly look up to. The way 
he grew his brand on a global level in such a 
short period of time, without compromising 
on the quality or originality of his designs is 
something highly commendable.  He set the 
standards internationally. Elie Saab is not 
just a successful designer, but a successful 
entrepreneur as well, not only did he limit 
himself to couture, but he also flourished his 
talents and love for design and transferred 
it into the world of design and interiors. As 
a person, he continues to evolve himself 

“Social media in general has 
made brands accessible in every 

manner, opening the doors 
to replication. My brand saw 

several adaptations and replicas 
from several of my collections.”



I N S P I R A T I O N

I have always been a fan of Alexander 
Wang. His unique approach to design, 
using such precision and structure, 
is something I love. He has a unique 
signature style and you can always spot an 
Alexander Wang piece out of a bundle.

W O M A N  O F  S T Y L E

Princess Deena Aljuhani Abdulaziz, 
the Editor-in-Chief of Vogue Arabia, is 
someone with impeccable style. She can 
pull off any trend and look because she 
stays true to her style, which to me is a 
sign of a confident woman.

S T Y L E  Q U O T E

In such a material world, it is important to 
be true to your identity and always be true 
to your own individual style.
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and his brand, and is becoming one of 
the most influential and iconic designers 
of our time, not only in the region, but 
globally.”

 Locally, she puts the radar on talent 
from the Middle East. “Being a resident 
of the UAE, for over 17 years now, I have 
had the pleasure to work alongside Emirati 
designer Khalid Shafar. I continue to 
admire the way he has transformed and 
grew his brand and designs, combining 
his local heritage with modern design 
techniques and inspirations – which is 
something I appreciate and value in the Bil 
Arabi brand too.”

 Recently we have seen that 
international brands are coming to the 
region and collaborating with regional 
designers or bringing Arabian-inspired 
influences into their collections, highlights 
Nadine. “Arabic inspired designs have 
been around for centuries and have 
always been a source of inspiration for a 
lot of designs, brands, and even artists 
in the past, and these Arabian design 
inspirations are making a comeback, 
which is a great time for regional 
designers to piggyback on this trend.” 

Social media has become the next big 
trendsetter in the fashion scenario and 
while the West had ridden high the wave 
of social bloggers and now reached a point 
of stability with only the best of the large 
surge of bloggers remaining in the scene 
to continue with the trend, the Middle 
East has just started to ride the wave of 
social trendsetting.

 “Generally, the region saw a sudden 
influx of bloggers, which in my opinion, 
only a select few have the calibre, 
knowledge and fashion sense to be 
classified as a ‘blogger.’ Something which 
continues to surprise me is how some 
bloggers over-stretch themselves across 
too many brands or industries, I know it’s 
a business, but even in business you need 
to be selective and have a target. I find it 
very important to find the right blogger 
or influencer, who has the right style and 
who also believes in the brand - something 

he or she would wear, without being 
endorsed by a brand,” opinions Nadine.

Nadine has had an exhilarating 
experience working with a Doha-based 
influencer, Anum Bashir, the founder 
of Desertmannequin.com. “She is 
someone with a love for fashion and she 
appreciates design and art. She has a her 
own identity and she is someone I could 
visualise wearing the Bil Arabi brand, in 
fact we collaborated on a limited-edition 
collection together.”

We have seen that few brands are 
giving bloggers the opportunity to 
collaborate on designs and collections. 
But what brands do not realise is that 
most of the social influencers do not 
have the skills or know-how to create a 
collection, which might negatively harm 
the image and quality of the brand. 

“I also believe that we are becoming 
obsessed with trends. Some brands 
used to benefit from being unique and 
exclusive, but with social media, brands 
are being exposed to a whole new level, 
which can sometimes negatively position 
the brand, being worn by the wrong 
person,” says Nadine.

 Nadine feels that another negative 
aspect of social media is the possibility 
of replication. “Social media in general 
has made brands accessible in every 
manner, opening the doors to replication.  
My brand saw several adaptations and 
replicas from several of my collections. 
Even though as a designer, being 
imitated symbolizes to a degree the 
success of your brand, I still believe each 
person should have their own identity 
and create their own unique designs.” 

 For someone who has a birds-eye 
view of design and fashion in the region 
while keeping adrift of the global scene, 
Nadine looks back at her ten years in 
creativity: “ I live for this creativity 
and all forms of art, design and fashion 
make me happy. My everyday life is my 
constant source of inspiration and it is 
the force that inspires my designs, be it in 
art, fashion or design.”
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S ix years ago when I was tracing 
my early footprints in fashion 
reporting, on my first trip to the 
Milan Fashion Winter show, I 

stumbled on a store that was having its 
annual sale. The store was bursting with 
extremely elegant women searching 
for good deals and the store seemed 
immensely popular, though I did not 
then catch its name. I was mesmerised 
by the designs: pale colours, elegant, 
structured tailoring.  It was everything 
that I had hoped to find in a fashion 

brand. I took a deep breath and shopped 
my heart out that winter: and to this day, 
the pieces are all very much in style. I later 
researched the brand and discovered one 
of my favourites that reflected my style 
preference; COS or Collection of Style.

Since its launch in 2007, COS has 
been creating timeless designs that 
live beyond the season. Originating 
in Sweden, the London-based fashion 
house has continued to merge traditional 
production methods with new techniques 
and innovative fabrics that look and feel 

TIMELESS
DESIGNS

Glam talks to Karin Gustafsson, head of womenswear 
at COS to understand the ethos behind the brand that 

merges architecture and fashion to create pieces that are 
minimal and timeless.

BY SINDHU NAIR
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COS has been in the fashion business for 
close to ten years and its design ethos has 
always been what it was when it started: 
clean and minimal. How has it been 
so consistent over the years, even when 
minimal was not been the trend?
Rather than follow the traditional 
concept of trends, we have always 
endeavoured to create a collection that 
is considered and accessible. We feel 
our customers appreciate our approach 
of timelessness instead of trend-driven 
seasonal collections. We always look to 
the world of art and design, in particular 
Nordic furniture designers, which tend 
to be clean and understated - elements 
that run through the COS collections. I 
feel there will always be an appreciation 
of this minimalist, pared-back approach 
to design.

Does COS invest a lot in materials? its 
clothing is a result of a beautiful marriage 
of structure and quality of material?
The design team places emphasis 
on sourcing fabrics and researching 
new techniques - elements we believe 
contribute to timeless pieces. We aim to 
deliver a product that has a high-quality 
design so that it lasts for many seasons. 
Throughout my education and career I 
have developed a signature technique of 
designing through draping. I have been 
with COS from the initial concept of the 

brand and when we designed the first 
collection the design team referred back 
to this method. 

Tell us about the collaborations planned for 
this year of COS.
We are always interested in collaborating 
and supporting local designers and 
initiatives, it allows us to give back to 
the creative community and support the 
creation of new and interesting work. At 
the end of this year we are supporting 
a retrospective of artist Agnes Martin’s 
work at the Guggenheim in New York 
– we have always admired Martin’s 
work and are looking forward to seeing 
it in the iconic Guggenheim building. 
Looking ahead to 2017, we do not have 
any activity confirmed, but we are 
excited to be planning for the 10-year 
anniversary of the brand. 

Will you maintain the policy of low-profile 
branding with high-profile collaborations 
for this year too?
Well, I feel with COS we have had a fairly 
unique approach. Unlike other brands 
we don’t participate in the traditional 
concept of advertising, rather we choose 
to invest our resources in the world of 
art and design. We have actively sought 
to collaborate through special projects, 
in-store pop-ups or installations which 
enrich the ‘COS world’ and in turn give 
something back to our customers. We do 
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modern and classic. COS stores are now 
located in over 30 countries throughout 
Europe, North America, the Middle East 
and Asia-Pacific. And according to the 
brand’s ethos it is vital for it to apply a 
design concept to its stores that preserves 
buildings’ original features whilst 
creating a modern, welcoming space. 
Extending beyond fashion, this conscious 
brand is all set to enter the Qatar market.

According to the menswear designer 
in an earlier interview: “Minimal design 
doesn’t mean minimal effort. At COS, we 
aim to make every item feel special and 
therefore concentrate on quality fabrics 
with luxurious textures and interesting 
silhouettes. Our minimal aesthetic never 
stops us from playing with design – 
change is after all, the nature of fashion.”

Having said this, he stressed that they 
“...tend to stay away from unnecessary 
adornments and always ask ourselves 
whether a design feature on a garment 
has a functional purpose, and only then 
go ahead with the design.”

Glam spoke to Karin Gustafsson, head 
of womenswear, to find out more about 
this brand. Karin who is inspired by her 
mother to create her own clothes and 
patterns, has always been interested in 
developing her own draping techniques. 
It is therefore very interesting that 
she was part of the initial team 
experimenting with draping techniques 
at the inception of COS.



participate in large-scale collaborations 
such as our recent installation with Sou 
Fujimoto, in celebration of Salone del 
Mobile furniture fair in Milan, but equally 
collaborate on smaller local initiatives. 
Recently we collaborated with The Book 
Society on a number of exhibitions in the 
Cheongdam, Seoul store project space 
as well as collaborating with designers 
Daniel Emma on window displays in our 
Australian stores.

As a designer, which are the COS products 
that are your favourite and why?
The white shirt is a key piece for us. 
For both womenswear and menswear 
design teams, we look to reinvent and 
reinvigorate the design of this piece each 
season. 

COS designs seems to be apt for the Middle 
East as it fits the traditional aesthetics of the 
region. Have you thought of the region as an 
important aspect while designing?
We don’t design with a particular region in 
mind as we like to think of our customers 
globally as style conscious, confident, with 
a big-city mindset and who are up-to-date 
with that is happening in the world, with 
everything – from art and music to culture.
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Curated COS 
essentials for the 

Middle Eastern 
fashionista

QR 469

QR 183

QR 183

QR 224

QR 713

QR 363

QR 363
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Suit and bag by Valentino
Sweater by Givenchy 

01



THE
GUIDE TO

FUNCTIONAL
SLEEK
WITH

ABDULLA
AL ABDULLA

Abdulla Al-Abdulla, Qatar’s pioneering male style 
influencer, has been keeping himself busy these days 

traversing the streets of Paris for new inspirations and 
style outlooks. A jet-setter, whose travels form the 

main narratives for his blog, the Qatari collaborated 
with hip IT editorial photographer Alexandre Tabaste, 

for a visionary tribute to the skyline of Paris on the 
historic rooftop of Printemps. Alexandre has worked 

with a diverse range of international magazines 
and brands including Acne Studio and Yves Saint 

Laurent. “It’s always great working with Alexandre, 
we have done so a few times in the past. He is great 

at direction and always knows what he wants from a 
photograph,” Abdulla says.

Photography: Alexandre Tabaste
Make-up: Yuka Sudo
Hair: Akemi Kishida

Model and Styling: Abdulla Al-Abdulla 
All apparel from Printemps, Paris. 
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Jacket by Balenciaga
T-shirt by Christopher Raeburn

Pants by Lanvin
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Jacket by Lanvin
High neck sweater and pants exclusive 

to Printemps by J.W. Anderson
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Full look by Valentino
04
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Studded Shirt by Givenchy
05



AL ANEEQ
WHERE THE BIG BOYS COME OUT TO PLAY

SOPHISTICATED VERSATILITY
Tod’s portrays an intensely artisanal collection 

with crafted coating and a velvety aged effect for 
the all new Spring Summer 2017 Men s collection. 
Their signature motif, the Gommino defines the 
brushed suede of the sneakers. The collection 

also displays the tumbled leather Envelope Bag 
with a Gommino-finish bottom.

NEW LOOK FOR HARVEY NICHOLS
Harvey Nichols in Dubai has opened 9,000 square feet 
of space expanding into men’s clothing and grooming. 

The space also includes a men’s Fragrance and Grooming 
Lounge  where a curated buy of the best products are 
grouped together in one beautifully-designed space 

allowing for men to shop beauty on the same floor as 
garments. The space houses several exciting new brands 
including Black Score (UAE exclusive), MHRS, Passarella 

Death Squad (Dubai exclusive), Haculla (Dubai 
exclusive), This Is Not Clothing (Dubai exclusive), AMH 
(Dubai exclusive) and Earnest Sewn (Dubai exclusive).
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KEEPING IT REAL 
The AW16/17 collection from Sacoor Brothers celebrates the virtues of authenticity 
and originality with designs highlighting rustic and fine fabrics. The Men, Women and 
Kid’s collection features refinement and tradition with perfect matches of styles, like 
sophisticated preppy with class and vintage excellence. Cristiano Ronaldo will once 
again be a part of this collection. The UEFA best player in Europe epitomises these 

virtues and appears dapper in the new line of formal and casual Autumn/Winter styles. 
The double-breasted jacket continues to be a big trend for this season with some suits 

featuring the chic vest. The Traveller suit simplifies day-to-day life of a modern man 
with compositions that give a wrinkle-free, perfect fit, even after long journeys.

DSQUARED2 SS17 COLLECTION 
The Men’s Spring Summer 2017 collection from DSquared2 
features tonal sequins appliqued on camouflage-patterned 

parkas and pants. A Japanese-style floral silk jacquard covers a 
bomber and elongates the base of a ripped denim jacket. 

Aviators, bombers and chiodo jackets are crafted in supple 
leathers and marked with studs or sportswear-style stripes. Plaid 

and acid-washed denim kilts are layered over the looks.
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POWER PLAY
WITH PRINTS

EMNA ELHEDI
Creative Director,

Arabian Porter

What she’s wearing: dress, Zara; long 
bomber jacket, Bershka; shoes, 

Mango; eyewear, Aldo; necklace, 
Aldo; bracelet, Bulgari.

Her all-around go-to piece: 
Shirt dress.

ELMIRA 
KAHROBAIE

Blogger, Elmira’s World

What she’s wearing: velvet 
jumpsuit, Bershka; long-sleeved 

shirt, Zara; bag, Tory Burch; 
shoes, Jimmy Choo.

Her all-around go-to piece: 
A pair of ripped jeans.
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GLAM’s Style Spies, Bianca and Kim Castro, recently made their 
Doha rounds. Here’s their lowdown on the street style prevalent in 

the country’s fashion circles.

Prints and patterns — with their power to jazz up any ensemble — have become a staple 
in many wardrobes. And the easiest way to rock the perennial trend? Make it pop by 
framing it with solid colours. Take it from Doha’s hottest fashion insiders in making 

prints downright OOTD-photo-worthy, add lots of texture-play and deft accessorising.

VANINA 
MORACCHINI

Marketing Executive, 
Chalhoub

What she’s wearing: top and pants, 
Zara; shoes, Lucky Brand; bag, 
Ralph Lauren; coral earrings, 

vintage.
Her all-around go-to 

piece: Statement 
earrings.

NARGES RAISS 
BEN MOUSSA

Editor, The Insider Post

What she’s wearing: sleeveless blazer, 
Mango; off-the-shoulder top, Zara; 

trousers, The Kooples; shoes, 
Primark; earrings, Barcelona flea 
market; jewellery, Tiffany & Co.

Her all-around go-to 
piece: Sneakers.



GOURMET DELIGHT
Vivacious and captivating 

with an unwavering bond the 
duo fragrance by Nina Ricci, 

Nina and Luna, are 
irresistible and take over 

your senses.

Our curated box 
for all your beauty 

solutions. 

BEAUTY
BOOTY

SPREAD THE WORD
Seven benefits in one bottle. 

Raise Breast Cancer 
Awareness this month by 
painting your nails pink in 
Aflorable by Sally Hansen.

COUNTERACTING
DARK CIRCLES

Shiseido’s Anti-Dark Circles Eye 
Cream gets rid of dark circles 

and puffiness for good!

BLACKER THAN 
BLACK
With a sleek matte 
gunmetal finish and 
custom stars, the 
Tattoo Liner from 
Kat Von D 
highlights eyes like 
no other. 
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EXTREME LOOK
This ultimate accessory, 
Nuit Kajal by Sephora, 
brings long-lasting and 

extreme intensity to 
eye make-up with a 

formula enriched with 
wax roses and 

ultra-intense pigments.
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FULL OF OPULENCE 
With an intriguingly voluptuous, 
classic Italian red rose extracted 
in its purest, most concentrated 

form, Rose Absolute perfume 
from Molton Brown is a luxury 

indulgence.

YOUTHFUL BEAUTY 
A creamy eye treatment enriched 

with age-defying molecules, 
L’Intemporel by Givechy will tighten 
the skin, revealing a new radiance.

ULTIMATE EYE POWER 
Shiseido’s ultimate eye 

boosting treatment defends 
against multiple signs of 

aging and damage. 

BEAUTY GOES 
BOLDER
Contour, correct and 
conceal with the Lock-It 
Concealer Crème by 
Kat Von D. With the 
built-in artistry 
applicator you can 
brighten the under-eye 
area, cover blemishes, 
correct discolouration, 
neutralise redness, 
contour, and highlight. 

SMOKIN’  HOT! 
Available in eight 
nude shades, the 
Little Round Pot 
eyeshadow from 

Bourjois is ultra-soft; 
easy to blend with 

intense high 
pigment colour.
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BUZZ
OCTOBER 2016

Inspired by the splendour of the XVIII century, Layton by Parfums de 
Marly infuses ease and nobility into the festive and harmonious 

atmosphere of the Versailles court. With leading scents of 
bergamot, lavender and geranium, the fragrance is distinguished by 

vanilla and precious woods. Created by Hamid Merati-Kashani, 
Layton captivates, while at the same time, endures refinement.

CAPTURING ROYALTY

A comprehensive solution to sensitive skin care, 
Swiss Line has formulated two complementary 
products namely the Force Vitale Aqua-Calm 
cream and the FV Aqua-Calm CC cream with 

SPF 30. When used together, they work hand in 
hand to de-stress, soothe, calm, counter 

redness and protect sensitive skin.

CALMING SOLUTIONS
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STREET WEAR MEETS LUXURY

Quirky, fun and unique sums up the 
footwear of Simon Scott. With a 

strong pop world focus, the 
collection features slip-ons, 
trainers, boots and brogues 

featuring sequins, faux fur, velvet 
and pompoms. All items are 

handcrafted in Italy.

A rich and elegant composition created in 
collaboration with perfumer Annie Buzantian, 
Decadence by Marc Jacobs captivates with top 

notes of Italian plum, golden saffron and 
velvety iris. The heart is a bouquet of rich 
Bulgarian rose with lush orris and creamy 
nuances of jasmine sambac. The design is 

reminiscent of an emerald green handbag with 
python pattern, gold chain and black tassel. 
Decadence elevates the irreverent spirit of 

Marc Jacob’s fragrances to a new level of luxury.
SHINE LIKE A STAR

IMPULSIVELY LUXURIOUS

Creating a fantasy world, from the choice of colours to 
textures, Nicolas Degennes’ Superstellar collection for 

Givenchy regenerates strength and intensity. Taking inspiration 
from the world of superheroines, eyes and lips are the core of 
the collection. The Le Prisme eyeshadow compact, bold liquid 
eyeliners, colour-saturated lipsticks, mascara, and a touch of 

electric blue for nails completes the Superstellar look.
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All about the model
My name is Svetlana Minald. I am 26 years 
old from Belarus. I moved to Qatar in 2015. 

Why did you want to become a model?
Because it is fun and I get to visit new cities 
and countries, meet new people and make 
good friends and connections. I’m proud of 
who I am and what I have been doing in my 
life.

What’s your personal style?
I like to feel comfortable when going out and
I prefer flat shoes especially with pants and 
dresses. When I go to the mall I like to wear 
T-shirts and jeans or even sports clothes.

Who are your favourite designers and models?
I like Pimenova Natalia as a model and as for 
designers, I believe each has a different style 
and that’s what makes them special. One of 
my favourite is KOVALSKA from Ukraine.

One advice you would give to aspiring 
models?
If I have a daughter my advice to her would
be to start modelling after finishing school or 
even university. My advice would be to choose 
and take all the opportunities seriously. 

Tell us about your first modelling experience
My first modelling experience was in China 
with Style Agency and it was a great 
experience. It taught me a lot about modelling. 
It is there where I learnt how to pose in front 
of the camera and also speak English as I was 
interacting with models and making lots of 
connections. 

What plans do you have for future?
I see myself as a successful journalist in the 
future and a good teacher for all the young 
models in Doha and even around the world.

MODEL OF
THE MONTH

S V E T L A N A  M I N A L D

Photography by Rob Altamirano
Hair and makeup by Jeniya Alawadhi

Talent Agency: Trinity Talent Qatar
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TALK
GLAM / SHOP

UP THE STYLE QUOTIENT
The latest collection from Centrepoint will make 
heads turn with styles and silhouettes that are 

perfect for the autumn fashion wardrobe. 
Womenswear has a free-spirited gypsy-vibe of 
the 70s, influenced by artisanal craftsmanship 
using spice shades of cinnamon, saffron and 

mustard blend. Whereas the menswea is 
dominated by the autumn trends of Bespoke 
Tech with unstructured blazers and technical 

joggers being the key pieces followed by Future 
Folklore, which combines a mix of traditional 

country influences and modern workwear. 

BACK TO THE FUTURE
A futuristic essence blends with the athluxury trend for a fitness collection.  Digital Future  by 

Oysho is inspired by a modern and demanding female athlete. Prints all over, colour blocking and 
silver and reflective details are the highlights of outfits based on colours such as black, grey and 
white. Optical illusions in fabrics are mixed with subtle shine in garments such as shorts, T-shirts 

and leggings, which are fitted to the body, creating an aesthetic of futuristic performance.
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REIMAGINING 
THE BALL GOWN

Oscar de la Renta makes a smart 
transition with floral patterned, 
full-skirted gowns in his 2017 

ready-to-wear collection. Fusing 
reality and dream the line is 

traditional but celebrates 
versatility with, a mink collar or a 
lace skirt in stretch and modernist 

fabrics, such as the ‘techno’ 
effects used for both canvas and 

cotton cocktail dresses. Even 
corsets seem to have a soft touch. 

The gowns are made in two 
separate pieces: swimsuit-style 

tops with either slim or wide skirts. 

PURE CHIC

Princess Metropolitaine reinvents the 
concept of the modern princess for 

Autumn/Winter 2016-17. Inspired by the 
1960’s in london, the collection creates a 

wardrobe that brings out a woman’s 
playful side. Wide shaped dresses blends 

more built; “waists” for a slender and 
elegant allure. Mini, midi and maxi length 
trousers give character and strength to 
the outfits. Materials like jacquard, a lui 

crepè, a tartan yarn dyed, special lace and 
merinos wool create a contemporary and 

sophisticated collection.



L’Oréal Middle East and Darwish Holding 
recently opened their first Dermacenter 
and Roger & Gallet boutique at Lagoona 

Mall under the patronage of His 
Excellency, Eric Chevallier, Ambassador 

of France to the State of Qatar.
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Lacoste recently opened its new 
concept store to showcase its

Autumn/Winter collection 
2016-17 at Villagio Mall. 
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Fashion Galore
Heya Arabian Fashion Exhibition, Qatar’s leading platform for 

contemporary Arabian fashion creations, held an exclusive preview event 
to showcase some of its participating collections at Intercontinental 
Doha - the City. The main exhibition will take place from 26th Oct – 

30th Oct at the DECC. A fashion show featuring the designs of Debaj 
Collection, Kaali, Jolly Luxury, Ashghal Kuwaitia, Dar Naseem and 

Classic Veil, provided a grand finale to the preview event. The collections 
saw a wide range of garments from abayas and kaftans, to veils, jalabiyas 

and shaylas, and accessories, that will be showcased during Heya.

Soulful music at The Club
The Club, The St. Regis Doha’s newly launched concept, opened 

its doors last month to showcase world class live music and 
artists in a bid to offer a greater variety for an authentic and 

intimate dinner setting every day of the week. The Club caters to 
a multitude of diverse music genres spanning across soul, blues 

and Bossa Nova. A number of world-renowned artists will be 
performing quality, live music at The Club this season, including 
leading soul vocalist, Judi Jackson, funk and soul vocalist, Tasha 

Danae, who will be joined by Michael Pignéguy on the drums, 
pianist Davis Whitfield and Jonathan Beshay, a tenor saxophonist. 

Mango recently 
launched its Autum/

Winter collection at their 
store in Villagio Mall.






